
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Bob Northington

For the second time this year it is my dad duty 
to report that unfortunately we've lost another 
member quite suddenly. Past president Terrel 
Tinker left us on May 12th. Our thoughts and 
prayers go out to Terrel’s wife Linda and their 
family. 

At the next club meeting on Wednesday June 
8th, I’d like to invite members to share any 
stories, pictures or just thoughts when we take a 
moment to remember Terrel. If you do have 
pictures to share at the next club meeting, 
please email them ahead of time to Tom 
McColloch at tommccolloch@gmail.com. 

SCHEDULE

CAMRRC regular meetings are held on the 
second Wednesday of the month. They feature 
tables where you are welcome to bring items for 
sale and most months also feature a program. 
They are also a great way to get together with 
your fellow members. Meetings begin at 6:30pm 
for socializing and swapping and the meeting 
starts at 7pm.  Meetings are held at the Prescott 
Meals on Wheels hall on Blooming Hills Drive, 
off Rosser at SR89.

June 8 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on Wheels 
Hall
July 13 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on Wheels 
Hall
July 23 - Cactus Summer Swap Meet - see 
flyer this issue

August 6 - Beat the Heat Meet - See the 
seller’s flyer and map this issue

BOARD MINUTES
by Mike Guinn

May 11, 2022  
Meeting called to order by President Bob 
Northington 

Members Present: Bob Northington, Allan 
Steves, Fred Williams, Hank Morris, Tom 
McColloch, Dick Gage, Mike Guinn 

Old Business: 

Treasurer’s report submitted and accepted. 
Income: $866. Expenses: $339.94. Balance: 
$24,947.74. 

Beat the Heat updates. 68 tables sold at time of 
meeting. Magazine ads submitted to Model 
Railroader and Railroad Model Craftsman. 
Inquiry made to Prescott Living for an 
advertisement as meet gets closer. Chamber of 
Commerce has also been notified. Discussion 
about mobility of guests and sellers at new 
location. 

Window decals have been designed and 
acquired. To be for sale at $5 each. T- shirts are 
affected by supply chain issues. Looking at 
color options. 

Club directory update. All member images taken 
so far have been uploaded. Membership side of 
website is not live as of May 11th meeting.  The 
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web designer is working on a few suggestions 
by us.  

New Business:  

Club layout-discussion on power and module 
connections. Decision to go ahead with an order 
of Legacy Models Power Point Baseboard 
Dowels. Design to have 4 corner modules. 
Standard modules to be 2’ x 6’. Presentation to 
be at June meeting.  

Membership list to be completely online in 
future rather than a print/emailed version.  
Meeting adjourned at 6:53 PM. 
 

MEMORIES OF TERRELL
as many members know, we lost Terrell Tinkler 
last month.  Here are some memories sent by 
our members

Donn Pease
It was a great shock to me, and I am sure to 
many others in the CAMRRC also, to hear of 
Terrel Tinkler’s passing on May 12th. He was a 
great friend. I will remember him as always 
friendly, cordial, helpful and doing things for 
other people. 

Terrel came over to my open houses days, run 
days and some of the work days too. We 
discovered we had both studied architecture. 
He got to practice the profession, I was mostly 
involved in construction management. Some of 
the skills learned in architecture are how to plan 
and organize. These skills helped Terrel as 
President of the CAMRRC. He kept the club 
going and helped plan many successful events 
during his term. 

To me, the most memorable event Terrel 
planned began about two years ago and 
involved others before he got involved. Our 
good friend and long time member. Lorne 
Noyes, passed away on April 18, 2020. Lorne’s 
wife preceded him and they had no children. So 
the responsibility of his estate went to his niece, 
Joy Parish. Joy’s mother is Lorne’s wife’s sister. 
Along about July of 2020, I got an email from 
Joy asking if I would help her catalogue and sell 
Lorne’s collection of HO trains and related 
items. I had help from some of the other 
members of the club to inventory and price all 
the items. 
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Then began the task of actually selling the 
items. Lorne’s house is in an area of very small 
homes with virtually no parking available. Also 
the garage where the trains were stored was 
very crowded, and not suitable for a sale. 

Here is where Terrel Tinkler comes in. He 
offered to have the sale at his house, which is in 
a very good location, lots of parking and 
accessibility. The date was set for April 17th 
2021 for club members and April  18th for the 
general public. Vendors from Phoenix were also 
invited. Terrel arranged for several tables to be 
delivered to his house from club members and 
the sale tables were set up the night before the 
sale. 

The sale was a great success for Joy thanks to 
Terrel’s efforts to plan, organize, and execute 
the sale. He liked to help others. 

I will miss him and I send condolences to his 
wife, Linda Davis and her family. 

Phil Lebow
I took Terrel’s loss very hard. We were 
developing a new friendship. He was very kind 
to me as a new member of CAMRRC. I miss 
him.

Dave Malmquist
I just heard this via a call from Hank. I didn’t 
know the man real well, just enough to say hi. 
Sad news indeed.

Dan LePage
Sorry to hear this. I talked to Terrel yesterday 
and am very sad right now. 

MOVING HAPPENINGS
by Greg Picard
Park law enforcement rangers tend to move a 
lot, and I was no exception.  As a result of 
sixteen moves, my HO scale Grizzly Creek 
Railroad has gone back and forth from two 
square feet to 600 square feet over a 65-year 
history of building and operating it.  

It’s currently at 300 and hopefully will remain 
relatively finished at that size.   The moving 

process has always been a nightmare, this last 
one moving here from Colorado being the most 
challenging, since I tried to keep most all of it 
intact this time.  God bless the movers, they did 
their best and the damages were fixable.  The 
biggest challenge is when it doesn’t fit the 
available space (and it NEVER does!) so parts 
need to be amputated.  

Track alignments and grades change, and it 
takes time to remedy.  It took four years to get it 
all repaired in my free time with this last move. 

I’d be curious to know if any of you have had 
similar moving experiences and how you 
handled it.

MY UPDATE
by Mike Sturgeon

I don't have any pictures, but here is an update 
on an issue I had.

I needed to energize multiple Peco switch 
machines and an Atlas snap relay. The 
accessory  power on a standard power pack 
was not powerful enough to reliably energize all 
of these devices. After some research I read 
about the capacitive discharge unit. This device 
sits between the power source  and the devices 
you want to energize. The CDU that I 
purchased can energize up to 10 devices. It 
works great.



SAVING MONEY ON MODEL 
RAILROAD SUPPLIES
By Anthony Piscitelli
 
(This is an article I sent many years ago, but 
thought newer members would enjoy it: 
Anthony)

When the Hobby Bench closed, I had to find 
another source for model railroad supplies such 
as oil, grease, adhesives, and paint. After doing 
some research and product testing, I found 
suitable replacement products available locally 
at True-Value, Ace, Walmart, Hobby Lobby, 
Valley Hobby, and Home Depot.
 
1. Oil and Grease:
Proper lubrication is very important for a model 
railroad locomotive, without it, parts will wear 
out very quickly. I have seen the gears in brass 
locomotive gearboxes completely worn out due 
to lack of lubrication. A penny’s worth of grease 
will save a $40 gearbox.
 
Grease changes with time, some types of 
grease used by model manufacturers turn hard 
and waxy as they get old. The grease that AHM/
Rivarossi used turns into bubble gum when it 
gets old, and it is a real mess to clean out. So it 
is important that you check the grease in your 
model locomotive gearboxes on a regular basis, 
especially if the model has sat for a long time 
without running.
 
I found a product called Super Lube, it is a light 
synthetic, plastic compatible grease. It works 
great in all gearboxes and axle lube for kit 
engines like Mantua, MDC, and Bowser. You 
can find Super Lube at True-Value and Ace, it 
comes in a 3oz tube and is $5.50. Compare that 
to LaBelle 106 grease which costs $5.50 for a 
1/2oz tube.
 
For lubricating oil, I found a product called 
Zoom Spout Oilier, it is a light, plastic 
compatible oil, and it works great for oiling brass 
locomotive driver bearings, diesel engine truck 
bearings in Athearn, Atlas, Proto, and other 
plastic models. I also use it to oil motor 
bearings. You can find this product at Walmart, 
Home Depot, Ace, and True Value in the 

evaporative cooler parts section. It comes in a 
4oz bottle and costs about $3.00, as compared 
to LaBelle 104 oil which is about $3.50 for a 1oz 
bottle.
 
2. Adhesives
 
I used to buy the small 1/2oz bottle of Jet brand 
of ACC glue, I don’t remember the exact cost, 
but I know it was over $3.00. This product 
worked fine, but it would thicken to the 
consistency of syrup before I could use half the 
bottle up. I found that the brand Super Glue AC 
worked just as good as Jet, and you can buy 
two small tubes at any of the dollar stores for 
$1.00, and with a smaller quantity, it won’t go 
bad before you use it up.
 
Note: AC adhesives will last longer if kept in the 
refrigerator.
 
For those of you that use Walthers Goo, which 
is a contact cement, I found a replacement 
product called Dap Weldwood Contact Cement. 
It comes in a 2oz or a 4oz bottle, there is an 
applicator brush attached to the cap. I found this 
product to have a stronger bond than Walthers 
Goo, and both sizes are cheaper than Walthers 
Goo. You can find it at Home Depot, True-Value, 
or Ace Hardware...
 
3. Paint
 
I have been using acrylic paints for a several 
years now, I have been using Polyscale, Model 
Flex, and Accuflex brands. Acrylic paints work 
very well in an airbrush, they dry quickly and are 
less toxic than solvent based paints.
 
The cost of paint, especially Polyscale has risen 
dramatically in the past years. A 1oz bottle of 
paint that used to cost $3.50 is now $5.50, so I 
started looking for a substitute that would work 
as well as Polyscale, but cost less. I found two 
products that work pretty good. An acrylic craft 
paint called Ceramcoat made by Delta Coatings 
works pretty good, it comes in hundreds of 
colors, the colors are compatible with each 
other, so they can be mixed. Most modelers use 
this paint for scenery, when diluted with water; it 
makes an excellent wash. I found that using a 



mixture of 75% paint and 25% water will work 
very well in an airbrush. Cermacoat comes in 
2oz bottles and costs about $2.00. You can get 
this paint at Jo-Anne’s, Michael’s, Hobby Lobby, 
or Walmart.
 
Update: Both Floquil and Polyscale paints have 
been discontinued by Testors. Hobby Lobby has 
a very large selection of acrylic craft paints. 
Valley Hobby in Prescott Valley has a good 
selection of Tamyia paint. Hobby Lobby has a 
good selection of balsa wood, and bass wood 
which is great for scratch building.
 
Update: I found that Ace’s high temperature 
black spray paint for BBQ’s gives a nice 
weathered black flat finish
 
I found another paint product that also works 
very well when sprayed in an airbrush. I 
stopped at the Sherwin Williams paint store on 
Miller Valley Road and asked about an acrylic 
paint that could be thinned enough to be used in 
an airbrush and had a gloss finish. They 
recommended I try an acrylic latex enamel 
paint, so I bought a quart of gloss black, the 
cost was around $8.00.
 
After some experimenting, I found that a mixture 
of 70% paint and 30% water achieved a good 
consistency for airbrushing. I tried spraying an 
old tarnished brass locomotive boiler, the paint 
went on very well with no runs, and dried to a 
very hard gloss finish in about 20 minutes. The 
nice thing about using paint with a gloss finish is 
that the model is ready for decals, there is no 
need to apply an additional coat of clear gloss 
for the decals.
 
I hope you found this information helpful, if you 
have any questions, please ask.
 

SOMETIMES YOU SEE THE DARN-
EST THINGS 
by Peter Atonna

Heading into Chino Valley several days ago, I 
saw on the road ahead what looked like a semi 
parked at the edge of the road.  As I drew 
closer, it became a passenger car!

Of course I had to pull over and stop and chat 
with the driver.  Turns out he had picked up the 
car at the Grand Canyon Railway and was 
heading to the Verde Canyon Railroad - the 
long way since bridge clearances required a 
route down to I-17 and back up to Cottonwood.

There were no trucks with it and no definitive 
word on its use at the Verde Canyon yet.

SOME SHOTS FROM LAST MONTH’S 
MEETING AND THE USUAL SMILE 
FROM TERREL
by Dick Gage



AND IN CONTRAST
by Bob Hanson

Your Swap Meet Committee “hard?” at work.

PHOENIX UNION STATION GETS A 
NEW USE?
from Phoenix Channel 15 News

Aaron Klusman has big plans for the iconic 
Union Station in downtown Phoenix.

The co-founder, chairman and CEO of Gilbert-
based Rivulet Media Inc. plans to move the 
company headquarters to the former train 
station at 401 W. Harrison St., and develop a 
mixed-use project that will include a production 
studio, residential tower, boutique hotel and 
office space on 10 acres.

According to Vizzda LLC real estate database, 
Klusman paid $4 million to Spring 
Communications LP for the 30,267-square-foot 
Union Station building that was built in 1923.

THE SELIGMAN AND PAULDEN 
STATIONS
by Peter Atonna
During a recent club member’s layout visit here, 
he was looking at the “Douglas” station and 
inquired about it.  That got me to thinking about 
all the stations on the layout.  It dawned on me 
that every other station was scratch built, based 
on a prototype (with two minor exceptions, a 
quiz for the next time you are here!)

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/search/results?q=Aaron*20Klusman__;JQ!!FJkDyvWmnr4!drKdrAP-E_IH0MLNt2J5x7npThRTlqgqtvt9dR2F_3XgvXmu-fmimffti3DiIoXvU8FtfW3Dfd_OhRmaRQV8okypOA$


Here is the rundown:

Ash Fork: This is actually based on the historic 
Flagstaff station, due east of the current  Amtrak 
station.  It is now their freight station and my 
model is about half the length of the “original”

Seligman: This is based on the Harvey House/
station that was sadly torn down a dozen years 
ago.  It is slightly truncated due to the space 
where it was originally located.  The original 
also had a perpendicular wing that housed the 
hotel rooms.  However, that was plain looking 
and not worthy of a model!

Rock Springs: This is not based on a real 
station prototype.  We were in Tucson several 
years ago, near the Tucson train station.  And 
across the street was a really handsome office 
building.  Bells rang in my head, “that looks like 
it would make a great train station”. And, so it is.



“Downtown”: That area was originally based on 
Chicago, and for many years, the TW TrainWorx 
Chicago Union station was at the head of the 
train shed.  But, as noted in my article about its 
replacement, that building was not very visible 
at that location as it was blocked by other 
downtown buildings.  After an internet search 
turned up photos of the NP station in Livingston, 
Montana, that became the inspiration for the 
current station.  (the “downtown” area itself also 
has hints of Phoenix, Douglas and my 
grandparent’s row house in Manhattan.)  At 
least the tracks are a level below the street 
which is correct for Chicago Union Station.

And now Douglas:  When upgrading from a 
magnificent Lionel #114 prewar train station that 
was on the first Paulden layout, I was planning 
to build a replica of the Douglas train station.  
The is one of the two “great” structures in town 
(The Gadsden Hotel is the other).  It was built 

by the El Paso and Southwestern Railroad 
about 1917 when that railroad grew to a 1200 
mile long competitor to the Southern Pacific.  

Douglas was a major division point on that 
railroad and had rail lines extending all four 
directions from town.  The railroad built two 
magnificent stations, almost identical, one in 
Tucson and the other in Douglas.  Both still exist 
and the one in Douglas has been restored and 
now houses the city’s police department.

While that was to take place, we were at a York 
train meet and Mary Jane spied the prototype of 
the Santa Fe’s Albuquerque station that was 
displayed at the TW TrainWorX booth.  In 
addition to a layout building service, they offer a 
series of high end building kits and a series of 
classic train stations (https://
www.twtrainworxstore.com/product-category/
classic-landmark-series/).  She said “I want that 
one” and hence it has been on the layout for ten 
years now, although lettered “Douglas” rather 
than Albuquerque.

https://www.twtrainworxstore.com/product-category/classic-landmark-series/
https://www.twtrainworxstore.com/product-category/classic-landmark-series/
https://www.twtrainworxstore.com/product-category/classic-landmark-series/


But, now the idea is planted.  Sell the 
Albuquerque (Douglas) station and start the 
actual Douglas one.  The Train WorX station is 
not inexpensive and even taking a large cut, it 
may not sell. (Inquiries are invited).  If it does 
not sell this summer, look for it in the Desert 
Division January auction.  And by then, the 
“real” Douglas station hopefully will be in its 
place and finally all the stations will be custom 
buildings all reflecting the real world (except the 
ones you have to look for, of course).  Stay 
tuned.

WISCONSIN RIDES THE RAILS 
by Mark Ziven

Over the years, I’ve had the opportunity to 
custom decorate rolling stock for my Goose 
Island - Western & Arizona model railroad. 

All of these pieces came with historical 
background so my model became prototypical 
for head end power and rolling stock. 

Years have passed as freight cars and 
passenger cars held still for my air brush as 
prototypical colors were applied. 

When done, I was most satisfied in knowing my 
operations were period correct. 

My work didn’t go un-noticed some who are 
reading this article already know. 

Before I knew it, the phone was ringing and E-
mails came across my desk asking me to do 
custom work for their model railroad. 

Passenger cars, and engines came to me for 
custom work. 

Today, I completed one of the more difficult 
pieces, an FP-45 as it ran for the Wisconsin and 
Southern railroad . 

Working from one photograph in a book, I was 
able to recreate this piece of history in its 
splendid color scheme. 

Wow! Diagonal chevrons were a real challenge, 
demanding lots of concentration along with a 
steady hand. 



There was no easy way, just hours and hours of 
tape detail so the chevrons could be two color 
painted a proper red and silver along with the 
car body. 

It is said, "a photograph is worth a thousand 
words” so I’m going to let my photographs 
complete the rest of this article. 

Your eyes will enjoy the read! Mark Ziven 

FROM THE C&O MODELING E 
JOURNAL: C&O HISTORICAL 
SOCIETY

Here is a scratch building article Ray Strom sent 
that might be of an interest to CAMRRC folks

UNLOADING TRESTLE – A DIORAMA IN O 
SCALE by Phil Camp

My profession for 42 years allowed me to travel 
across the US by air/ car to visit clients. On 
several occasions, time allowed me to check 
out the local railroads and their related 
structures, scenes, operations, rolling stock, 
yards,  etc. I always had my camera with me 
and took pictures of those items that interested 
me at the time, regardless of the railroad name. 

One area of interest was what I refer to as a 
“sideline business”. Example would  be an 
elevated unloading trestle for bulk commodities 
– coal, gravel, sand stone, rip-rap – any bulk 
commodity that can be unloaded by gravity 
through open hopper bays. A good example 
could be a local business that sold supplies to 
farmers/ranchers who needed large quantities 
of bulk items.

Having seen and photographed several 
examples of this type of business, I decided to 
scratch build a diorama of this type of structure. 
It is not an existing structure and not built to any 
specific standards or plans, but rather what I 
wanted to present as an example (Figure 1). 
Most real world unloading trestles are the length 



of just one hopper, possibly two hoppers, but 
mine was designed and built to handle three 
hoppers (not necessarily all at one time). 

Diorama Dimensions 

The entire diorama is built to O Scale sizes, and 
as completed is 43 inches wide, 17.5 inches 
deep and 12 inches tall (at corners).   Concrete 
abutments are scale 10 ft. tall, scale 12 ft. wide 
and scale 18 inches thick. They are used for 
structural supports for the overhead track and 
trestle structure, and as dividers for the various 
bulk commodities.
 
List of Materials 
· Kappler brand strip wood (24” length) and 
scaled to O Scale dimensions (2x4, 4x4, 2x8, 
2x10, 10x12, etc.) 
· Woodland Scenic products – grass, shrubs, 
vines, earth, dirt and so forth. 
· All bulk commodities are either commercially 
available items (various grades of coal) or real 
sand used from local supply store. 
· Wood railroad ties 
· 12-inch scale diameter styrene tubes 
· Wood dowels of various diameters 
· Various Grandt Line doors and windows 
· Plaster of Paris 

Construction Notes 
The bulk commodities are secured to the base 
of the diorama using a mixture of clear glue, hot 
water and clear detergent (to help the water and 
glue mix thoroughly). Several applications were 
used with drying between to secure the product 
to the base. 

All retaining wall items are stained railroad ties 
(glued to backer boards) and stained dowel 
roads (various diameters) used as support 
poles for the retaining walls. 

Light poles (Figure 2) are hollow styrene tubes 
which have been scratched on the exterior with 
a Zona saw blade to represent wood grain and 
painted a dark brown to represent a creosoted 
pole (12 scale inch diameter). Wires are inside 
and connected to goose neck shades and base 
using RCA plugs with receptacles mounted 
underneath the layout to facilitate ease of 
mounting the light poles. 

Lamps are 18 volt and using a power pack with 
variable DC output of allows for dimming lights 
for a longer life. Wiring underneath is in parallel 
with connector strip on back of display base to 
connect the power supply
 
All O scaled personnel are either Woodland 
Scenic or Arttista brand products – I selected 
workers with shovels and one man wearing 
suspenders (boss). I also displayed a couple of 
lazy guys resting by the stacks of railroad ties 
(Figure 3). 

The railroad ties in stacks are the same ties 
used for the retaining walls. of railroad ties and 
poles are secured by using pin stripe tape, from 
local store, to represent steel bands normally 
used for bundles. Farmers/ranch always use 
fence posts or ties for various reasons. 

The two structures (building and coal bunker) 
seen in Figure 3 are also scratch built using 
Grandt Line brand windows and doors for the 
office. Porch wood has been weathered using 
A-West brand product called Weather-It. The 
liquid an authentic looking old wood 
appearance. 

Concrete abutments (Figure 4) are custom 
made using Plaster of Paris (from local supply 
store). Abutments were made one at a time 
using a homemade mold configuration of 
styrene strips and flat styrene sheet for the 
base. Strips were taped onto weights (four 



individual weights) that can be positioned to 
create any size abutment needed and are able 
to be removed once the plaster has set. 

UNLOADING TRESTLE PROTOTYPES 

Until after WWII it was very common to find one 
or more coal dealers in towns and cities of all 
sizes. While some of these businesses only 
handled coal, others also handled other 
products such as lumber, oil, gas and a variety 
of bulk materials that could be readily dumped 
from hoppers and gondolas. 

Dealers came in all shapes and sizes, and 
make for attractive model subjects on railroads. 
Typically the dealers used delivery trestles, 
such as portrayed in the article from Mr. Camp. 
Unfortunately, the C&O HS Archives has little in 
the article and  photos of these businesses. 
However, there is one photo that is interesting 
which includes two hoppers, one from the C&O 
and one Berwind Coal Company operated 

several mines in West Virginia (Layland Minden 
and Quinnimont) and had upwards of 2000 cars 
in service. The practice of delivering coal in this 
manner could still be found in more modern era 
photos.

There are photos in the Library of Congress’ 
American Memory Collection that show tank 
cars of roughly the same time period delivering 
gasoline to small stations near these types of 
delivery trestles.



“ONE  OF  ARIZONA’S  LARGEST

MODEL  RAILROAD  SWAP  MEETS”

SATURDAY, JULY 23rd, 2022
SWAP  FROM  9:00 AM - 12:00 PM

with table top auction at 12:00 noon

NORTH  PHOENIX  
BAPTIST  CHURCH
FELLOWSHIP CENTER

5757 North Central Avenue, Phoenix, AZ 85012

Due  to  Large  Farmers  Market  restrictions:

Saturday  unloading  instructions
will be sent prior to the meet

     Presented by your pal, Casey Cactus, and the

GRAND CANYON MODEL RAILROADER
      Print legibly.  No refunds after July 16, 2022
NOTE: unclaimed tables will be released at 8:00 AM

Name _______________________________________________________
$25 per 8’ banquet table

(Bring a table cover, if desired)

  How many tables?     ________________
 

  Amount enclosed?  $ ________________

 Request?________________________

            Will you participate in the auction?

  Seller? _________ Buyer? __________

Admission Name Badges
1 or 2 tables = 2 badges max.

First and last name please

  Badge Name _____________________

  Badge Name _____________________
3 or 4 tables = 4 badges max.

  Badge Name _____________________

  Badge Name _____________________
More badges available at $5.00 each

Name Badges REQUIRED for your security

MORE THAN 4 TABLES  -  CALL

Address _____________________________________________________

City _____________________________  State ____  Zip ______________

Phone ________________________  Email _________________________

Security: I  will  abide  with  badge  identification  entrance  requirements.
Buying,  selling,  ethics  and  behavior: In  case  of  dispute,  the  Meet
Chairperson  and/or  impartial  referee  appointed by the Meet  Chairperson
shall arbitrate the dispute and render a timely decision and I hereby agree to
be  bound  by  such  decision.   I  will  not  pack  until  12:00  PM.   Not
responsible for lost or stolen articles.  

Signature _________________________________ Date ______________

Make check payable to: “Grand Canyon Model Railroaders”
Mail to: John Draftz, 1507 W Willow Ave, Phoenix, AZ 85029

or
Credit cards accepted via PayPal - visit www.gcmrr.org

Email: info@gcmrr.org

Info: John Draftz 602-942-3457 

 



Finally, there are more substantial versions of 

BEAT THE HEAT 2022 
 

VENDOR APPLICATION 
Saturday, August 6, 2022.   

The all new Beat the Heat Train Show is bigger and better.  We have moved to a new location that is twice 
the size of our old facility.  

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Event Center 
3700 Willow Creak Road 

Prescott, AZ  (see attached maps) 
Other changes include – we only have six (6) foot tables so have adjusted our pricing.  We are offering 
upgraded lunches (see below) and there will be a “Hot Dog cart” right outside the door.  Dealers have their 
own unloading area and separate parking lot.  We have invited several clubs to bring their traveling train 
layouts. 
 
NAME:______________________________ 
 
COMPLETE ADDRESS:____________________________________________ 
 
PHONE:___________________    EMAIL:______________________________ 
 
# of 6 foot Tables______ $30 for the first & $20 each for additional tables.  Total $_______ 
# of Lunches _____ X $12 =  Total $________ 
 
Helper Names:__________________________ __________________________ 
  ___________________________ __________________________ 
$12.00 BOX LUNCH CHOICES – Provided by Flavours by Sodexo at Embry Riddle 

Write the number of each lunch in each          box below 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*NOTE – Not the actual sandwich as shown, for illustration only. Beverage choices are: Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Ice Tea and Water 

In addition there will be a Hot Dog cart, just outside the doors, serving a variety of dogs, chips and sodas.  
Credit Cards only, no cash. 
Include this form and your check for the total of tables and lunches. 
Make check payable to CAMRRC and mail to: 
 CAMRRC 
 Fred Williams 
 PO Box 25138 
 Prescott Valley AZ 86312 
 928-830-5913 
 
 

Chicken Caesar Wrap 
Grilled Chicken Breast, 
Chopped Romaine Lettuce, 
Parmesan Cheese and Caesar 
Dressing in a Flour Tortilla. 
Includes Chips, Two Cookies 
and Beverage. 

 
QUA 

Turkey and Cheddar on Wheat 
Thinly Sliced Turkey Breast, 
Cheese, tomato and Lettuce on 
Wheat Bread. Includes chips,Two 
Cookies and Beverage. 

 
QUA 

Ham and Cheddar on Wheat 
Deli Ham, Cheese, Tomato and 
Lettuce on Wheat Bread. Includes 
chips, Two Cookies and choice of 
Beverage.  

QUA 

 QUA 



unloading trestles used to grain from covered 
hoppers.. 
 


